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With the accelerating development of China’s economy and opening to the 
outside world, the economic cooperation and friendly exchanges between China and 
the outside world tend to increase greatly as the same as extroverted contacts and 
global communications. Therefore, more and more Chinese-English bilingual public 
signs appear in public, which is the distinguished feature of the updating development 
of modern cities in China. 
Since public signs attach great importance to social lives and international images 
of China, public signs translation appears to be of growing significance and emergency. 
However, regrettable mistakes in public signs translation can be frequently observed, 
due to the unique linguistic features and diversified functions of English public signs. 
Since pragmatics and translation study share the common target-language 
comprehension and interpretations, this thesis intends to tackle this problem in terms 
of pragmatic translation. We can especially apply its relevance theory into pragmatic 
translation of public signs for pragmatic analysis and as guiding strategies in daily 
practices.  
Pragmatic translation is to discuss the practical problems of translation in the 
aspect of pragmatics. It is essentially an equivalent translation theory, which aims at 
achieving equivalence both in sociopragmatics and pragmalinguistics. Pragmatic 
translation is based upon relevance theory raised by Sperber & Wilson, which 
endeavors to achieve optimal relevance between original text and target context. If 
optimal relevance cannot be obtained, pragmatic failure, i.e. the inability to understand 
what is meant by what is said, will occur. This thesis illustrates sociopragmatic and 
pragmalinguistic equivalence as well as the causes of pragmatic failure with a great 
number of examples. 
According to the ternary relation based on relevance theory, this thesis also 















the reader of translation, and then points out that only through the coordination of the 
above three parties can optimal relevance be ultimately achieved and pragmatic 
failures be prevented from occurring in the process of public signs translation. 
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Chapter One Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation for Research: 
The major impetus for this thesis began to take shape on the day when I was 
wandering aimlessly on the streets and noticed 自助银行 had various versions; In 
China Merchants Bank, it is rendered as 24 hour Banking, while in Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China, it is Service Oneself Banking, and in Ever-growing Bank 
it is 24 Hours Self-service Bank. As a simple Chinese word, their English versions are 
so diversified without fixed terms or standard expressions. Later on, I come across 
many mistakes when reading publicity materials, for example, translated “候机厅”
into “Waiting Hall” rather than “Terminal”;  or“入口” into “Way in” instead of 
standard use of “Entrance”; or even more like “收银台” into “Payment Area” instead 
of “Cashier”. We all know those kind of places are very important public institutions in 
our daily lives, so the wrong translation of those signs will do great harm to China’s 
international image and cause communication barriers in exchanging activities. These 
incidents made me realize the urgency and necessity of investigating the current status 
of sign translation in China and finding applicable theories to direct translation 
practices by setting up standard rules and correcting those unidiomatic expressions. 
Therefore it will be much easier for Chinese people to communicate with other people 
from all round the world and more convenient to exchange thoughts and convey 
information to each other. Sign translation is an irreplaceable element of 
communication materials and a necessary step in the process of China’s integration 
with outside world.  
 
1.2 Literature Review: 
Public signs in this thesis refer to the written words in a special style, which will 
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communication purpose. They have an extensive applicable range in social life, 
concerning almost every aspect of public circumstances.  
Here we should first clarify the scope of public signs in this thesis. They cover a 
wide variety ranging from public signs for maintaining public order, brief directions in 
supermarkets, shops or stations, traffic signs, to tourist directions appearing at scenic 
spots, but in this thesis, signs do not include those written materials printed in books, 
magazines, or verbal orders, body language and etc. 
As early as in 1988, Duan Liancheng, a senior journalist, published How to Help 
Foreigners Know China, in which he generalized the rough road China had gone 
through with different international images in different periods. And he also pointed 
out the importance of improving China’s international image to the outside world. In 
the end he summarized his article by providing some techniques for translators of how 
to introduce China to foreigners and the outside world. 
Nowadays, many translators wrote essays and articles dealing with strategies and 
techniques of Sign Translation in Chinese Translation Journal and Shanghai Journal 
of Translation for Science and Technology. Each of them deals with a special type of 
signs and has listed some mistakes in translation or suggested some possible solutions 
to solve them. On Internet there are also some websites concerning sign translation; as 
www.e-signs.info (English-Chinese Expression on Signs Research and Service Online). 
A Chinese-English Dictionary on Signs is edited by Beijing International Studies 
University and published by the Commercial Press in 2004. 
These are valuable materials for my exploration and many other theorists have 
also raised their different opinions on sign translation study. 
 
1.3 Theoretical Background: 
What kinds of problems are existing in current sign translation? What are their 
causes and solutions? What kind of theory is available for us to analyze those problems 
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To answer those questions, we have to turn our attention to the concept of 
Pragmatic Translation and Relevance Theory.  
In their book Relevance: Communication and Cognition (Sperber and Wilson, 
2001), Sperber and Wilson proposed relevance theory, which is mainly concerned with 
communication and cognition. According to Sperber and Wilson, communication not 
only concerns with coding and decoding, it is also an ostensive-inferential process. 
Since its foundation, relevance theory has aroused great interest of pragmatists. 
Though it is not designed for translation, it can be applied in translation studies 
because translation is also one kind of communication.  
The essentials of relevance theory include: 
1. The Principle of Relevance: All human beings automatically aim at 
the most efficient information processing possible whether they are 
conscious of it or not. 
2. Ostensive-inferential communication process: communication is an 
ostensive-inferential process, which consists in making manifest to 
an audience one’s intention to make manifest a basic layer of 
information. 
3. Optimal relevance: an utterance is optimally relevant only when it 
satisfies the following two requirements: a. when it enables the 
audience to find without unnecessary effort the meaning intended 
by the communicator b. when that intended meaning is worth the 
audience’s effort, that is, when it provides adequate benefits to the 
audience. 
Relevance theory has provided theoretical foundation for pragmatic translation, that 
is, to discuss the practical problems of translation in the aspect of pragmatics. Leech 
(1983:11) divides general pragmatics into pragmalinguistics and sociolinguistics and 
points out that sociolinguistics are deeply concerned with society and culture. 
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pragmalinguistics (the study of pragmatic force or language use in the context from the 
viewpoint of linguistic sources), but also sociopragmatics (the pragmatic studies which 
examine the conditions on language use that stem from the social and cultural situation).  
The use of language plays a significant role in social communications, and all 
occasions involved with language use are closely related with pragmatics. Public signs, 
as an important part of social language which influences people’s daily life and work 
through various channels, has become an important subject for the study of pragmatics. 
But we can frequently notice some regrettable mistakes on sign translations in the 
streets and other public occasions. With the reform and opening-up of China, such 
mistakes not only lead to the failure of cross-cultural communication, but undoubtedly 
exert negative effect on China’s international image as well. How to translate public 
signs into English appropriately in terms of pragmatic translation is the major concern 
of this thesis. 
To successfully translate a public sign means achieving equivalence in both 
pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics. Only by achieving such equivalence can the 
optimal relevance between the original text and the target context be ultimately 
realized. 
If the translator fails to achieve pragmatic equivalence, pragmatic failure occurs. 
First proposed by Thomas (1983:91), pragmatic failure refers to the inability to 
understand what is meant by what is said and includes two types: pragmalinguistic 
failure and sociopragmatic failure. The causes of pragmalinguistic failure of sign 
translation include inappropriate transference and betrayal against the linguistic 
conventions of native speakers. However, reasons for sociopragmatic failure arise from 
cross-cultural different assessments within social parameters and different value 
concept, political systems, or something against politeness principle or cooperative 
principle. 
In light of relevance theory, translation can be regarded as a double 
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among the SL author, translator, and the TL receiver. To avoid pragmatic failure and to 
achieve optimal relevance, the author should avoid ambiguity of language, while the 
translator should not only possess a solid language foundation but also have 
professional knowledge as well as qualified pragmatic competence. But more 
important, he has to understand the importance of TL receiver, taking into account 
cultural difference between the TL readers and SL readers. Only through the 
appropriate coordination of the above three parties can the translation of public signs 
avoid pragmatic failure and eventually achieve the optimal relevance between the 
original text and the target context. 
 
1.4 The Rough Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of six parts, namely; introduction, elaborations on relevance 
theory, pragmatic translation, basic knowledge of public signs, relevance theory 
applied in sign translation, and conclusion. 
Chapter one, as we have seen, introduces the motivation for research, the 
significance and necessity of taking sign translation as the subject of study. The 
definition and scope of public signs we will talk about in this thesis and historical 
review of the research done before by people who are concerned are referred to as well. 
Also included in chapter one is the simplified introduction of theoretical foundations 
we will rely on in this thesis later. 
Chapter two is the introduction of relevance theory and its fundamentals created 
by Sperber and Wilson, and the translation practice based on relevance theory. Some 
basic notions of relevance theory such as: optimal relevance, contextual effect, and 
ostensive-inferential communication process will be paid extreme attention to. 
In the third chapter, it will focus on pragmatic translation- the origin and 
development of pragmatics and then lead to pragmatic translation and two fields of 
pragmatic translation; pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics, as well as how to 
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The fourth chapter will give us a detailed picture of public signs with the 
explanatory illustrations on their categories, functions, language features and other 
characteristics. Together with them, there are abundant real cases on relevant 
occasions. 
Chapter five is the about concrete applications and enlightenments of relevance 
theory in public sign translation. In this chapter, first there will be a general review on 
all the previous attempts done on sign translation under the guidance of various 
translation theories other than pragmatic translation theory. The author will try hard to 
elaborate her ideas by doing some case analysis and make some possible suggestions 
on future translation practices. It will also include the discussion on ternary 
relationship in translation between SL author, translator and TL reader, and their 
functions and responsibilities in the process. 
Finally, Conclusion will give out a brief summary of the research and some 
elaborations on its implications. And finally, the author notes the limitations of this 
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